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Rock with Wings Harper
Collins
When a youth from the Zuni
reservation is murdered
and his missing Navajo
friend becomes the prime
suspect, Lt. Joe Leaphorn
investigates
The Ghostway Harper
Amazon Best Mystery of 2015
Navajo Tribal cops Jim Chee and
Bernadette Manuelito, and their
mentor, the legendary Lieutenant
Joe Leaphorn, investigate two
perplexing cases in this exciting
Southwestern mystery from the
New York Times bestselling
author of Spider Woman’s
Daughter. Doing a good deed for
a relative offers the perfect

opportunity for Sergeant Jim Chee
and his wife, Officer Bernie
Manuelito, to get away from the
daily grind of police work. But two
cases will call them back from
their short vacation and separate
them—one near Shiprock, and
the other at iconic Monument
Valley. Chee follows a series of
seemingly random and cryptic
clues that lead to a missing
woman, a coldblooded thug, and a
mysterious mound of dirt and
rocks that could be a gravesite.
Bernie has her hands full
managing the fallout from a drug
bust gone wrong, uncovering the
origins of a fire in the middle of
nowhere, and looking into an
ambitious solar energy
development with long-ranging
consequences for Navajo land.
Under the guidance of their
mentor, retired Lieutenant Joe
Leaphorn, Bernie and Chee will
navigate unexpected obstacles and
confront the greatest challenge yet
to their skills, commitment, and
courage.

The Dark Wind Penguin
New York Times Bestseller The
New York Times bestselling
novel by master writer Tony
Hillerman—an electrifying
thriller of revenge, secrets, and
murder. “One of the best of
the series.”—New York Times
Book Review Old Joseph Joe
sees it all. Two strangers spill
blood at the Shiprock Wash-O-
Mat. One dies. The other drives
off into the dry lands of the Big
Reservation, but not before he
shows the old Navajo a photo of
the man he seeks. This is all
Tribal Policeman Jim Chee
needs to set him off on an
odyssey that moves from a
trapped ghost in an Indian
hogan to the seedy underbelly of
L.A. to an ancient healing
ceremony where death is the
cure, and into the dark heart of
murder and revenge.

The Joe Leaphorn
Mysteries Harper Collins
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The corpse had been
“scalped,” its palms and
soles removed after death.
Sergeant Jim Chee of the
Navajo Tribal Police
knows immediately he will
have his hands full with
this case, a certainty that
is supported by the
disturbing occurrences to
follow. A mysterious
nighttime plane crash, a
vanishing shipment of
cocaine, and a bizarre
attack on a windmill only
intensify Chee’s fears. A
dark and very ill wind is
blowing through the
Southwestern desert, a
gale driven by Navajo
sorcery and white man’s
greed. And it will sweep
away everything unless
Chee can somehow
change the weather.
The Wailing Wind Harper
Collins
Two Native-American boys
have vanished into thin air,
leaving a pool of blood behind
them. Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn
of the Navajo Tribal Police has
no choice but to suspect the
very worst, since the blood that
stains the parched New
Mexican ground once flowed
through the veins of one of the
missing, a young Zuñi. But his
investigation into a terrible
crime is being complicated by
an important archaeological
dig . . . and a steel hypodermic
needle. And the unique laws

and sacred religious rites of the
Zuñi people are throwing
impassable roadblocks in
Leaphorn's already twisted
path, enabling a craven
murderer to elude justice or,
worse still, to kill again.
Finding Moon Harper Collins
For acting Lieutenant Jim Chee,
the murder of a Navajo Tribal
Police officer seems like an open-
and-shut case when he discovers
a Hopi poacher huddled over the
victim's butchered corpse.
However, Chee's newly retired
predecessor, Joe Leaphorn,
believes otherwise. Hired to find
a missing biologist who was
searching for the key to a virulent
hidden plague—and who vanished
in the same area and on the same
day the policeman was
slain—Leaphorn suspects both
events are somehow connected.
And the reported sighting of a
"skinwalker"—a Navajo witch—has
Leaphorn and Chee seeking
answers to a deadly riddle in a
dark place where superstition and
science collide.
The Jim Chee Mysteries
Harper Collins
A companion to Diné
Perspectives: Revitalizing and
Reclaiming Navajo Thought,
each chapter of Navajo
Sovereignty offers the
contributors' individual
perspectives. This book
discusses Western law's view
of Diné sovereignty, research,
activism, creativity, and
community, and Navajo
sovereignty in traditional
education. Above all, Lloyd L.
Lee and the contributing
scholars and community

members call for the rethinking
of Navajo sovereignty in a way
more rooted in Navajo beliefs,
culture, and values.
Coyote Waits University of
Oklahoma Press
The fifth novel featuring
Leaphorn and Chee by New
York Times bestselling
author Tony Hillerman, now
reissued in the Premium Plus
format. The corpse had been
“scalped,” its palms and
soles removed after death.
Sergeant Jim Chee of the
Navajo Tribal Police knows
immediately he will have his
hands full with this case, a
certainty that is supported by
the disturbing occurrences to
follow. A mysterious
nighttime plane crash, a
vanishing shipment of
cocaine, and a bizarre attack
on a windmill only intensify
Chee’s fears. A dark and
very ill wind is blowing
through the Southwestern
desert, a gale driven by
Navajo sorcery and white
man’s greed. And it will
sweep away everything
unless Chee can somehow
change the weather.
Skinwalkers Harper Collins
Three compelling
mysteries--People of
Darkness, The Dark Wind,
and The Ghostway--from
one of today's most popular
and talented writers are now
available in this single
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volume.
Navajo Autumn Harper Collins
Three classic Tony Hillerman
mysteries in one
volume--Skinwalkers, A Thief
of Time, and Talking
God--represent the apex of the
author's award-winning fiction.
25,000 first printing. $25,000
ad/promo.
Three Jim Chee Mysteries
Harper Collins
Lieutenant Leaphorn of the
Navajo tribal police comes out
of retirement for a solution to a
case which eluded him 11
years earlier. The case was the
disappearance of a local
rancher, shortly after he
inherited money, while on a
hiking trip with his wife. Now
his skeleton has been found.
Cave of Bones Harper
Collins
Tony Hillerman's bestselling
Navajo mysteries have
thrilled millions of readers
with their taut, intricate
plotting, sensitive, subtle
characterizations and lyrical
evocations of landscapes and
cultures. Now he departs his
trademark terrain and applies
his talents to a story he has
wanted to tell for decades
about an ordinary man thrust
into total chaos. Until the
telephone call came for him
on April 12, 1975, the world
of Moon Mathias had settled
into a predictable routine. He
knew who he was. He was
the disappointing son of

Victoria Mathias, the brother
of the brilliant, recently dead
Ricky Mathias and a man
who could be counted on to
solve small problems. But the
telephone caller was an
airport security officer, and
the news he delivered handed
Moon a problem as large as
Southeast Asia. His mother,
who should be in her Florida
apartment, is fighting for her
life in a Los Angeles hospital
-- stricken while en route to
the Philippines to bring home
a grandchild they hadn't
known existed. The papers in
her purse send Moon into a
world totally strange to him.
They lure him down the back
streets of Manila, to a rural
cockfight, into the odd
Filipino prison on Palawan
Island and finally across the
South China Sea to where
Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge is
turning Cambodia into killing
fields and Communist
rockets are beginning to fall
on the outskirts of Saigon.
Finding Moon is many
things: a latter-day adventure
epic, a deftly orchestrated
romance, an arresting portrait
of an exotic realm engulfed
in turmoil, and a neatly
turned tale of suspense. Most
of all, it is a singular story of
how a plain, uncertain man
finds his best self.
Shutter University of Utah
Press

In People of Darkness,
Hillerman's first novel to
introduce Officer Jim Chee
of the Navajo Tribal Police,
Chee is forced to use all of
his powers of deduction and
insight to extricated himself
from a deadly series of
incidences involving a
mysterious millionaire, a
sinister, peyote-eating Indian
cult, and what the New York
Times called "an ingenious
long-acting way of murder."
In The Dark Wind, a
seemingly routine stakeout at
a vandalized windmill thrusts
Chee into the center of a
dangerous web of drugs,
witchcraft, and betrayal. And
in The Ghostways, a felon
relocated under the Federal
Witness Relocation Program
sets off a chain of treachery
and killings, and only Chee
has the knowledge of the
people and the landscape to
understand the clues.
The Wailing Wind Harper
Collins
“With The Shape Shifter,
Hillerman once again proves
himself the master of
Southwest mystery fiction,
working in a Hemingway-
esque tradition of pared-
down writing to bring the
rugged Southwest into
focus.”—Santa Fe New
Mexican Legendary
Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn is
drawn back into the past to
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solve a cold case that has
haunted him for nearly a
decade in this atmospheric
and twisting mystery infused
with the Native American
culture and lore of the desert
Southwest. Though he’s
officially retired from the
Navajo Tribal Police, Joe
Leaphorn occasionally helps
his former colleagues Jim
Chee and Bernie Manuelito
crack particularly puzzling
crimes. But there is that rare
unsolved investigation that
haunts every lawman,
including the legendary
Leaphorn. Joe still hasn’t let
go of his “last case”—a
mystery involving a priceless
Navajo rug that was
supposedly destroyed in a
fire. Nine years later, what
looks like the same one-of-a-
kind rug turns up in a
magazine spread, and the
man who showed Joe the
photo has gone missing. With
Chee and Bernie on their
honeymoon, Leaphorn
plunges into the case solo,
picking up the threads of this
crime he’d long thought
impossible to solve. Not only
has the passage of time
obscured the details, but a
murderer long thought dead
continues to roam free—and is
ready to strike again to keep
the past buried.
Coyote Waits Harper
A collection of mysteries by the

Edgar award-winning author,
featuring Sergeant Jim Chee and
former Navajo Tribal Police
lieutenant Joe Leaphorn, has been
adapted for PBS by producer
Robert Redford.
The First Eagle Harper Collins
This blood-chilling debut set in
New Mexico’s Navajo Nation is
equal parts gripping crime
thriller, supernatural horror, and
poignant portrayal of coming of
age on the reservation. Rita
Todacheene is a forensic
photographer working for the
Albuquerque police force. Her
excellent photography skills have
cracked many cases—she is almost
supernaturally good at capturing
details. In fact, Rita has been
hiding a secret: she sees the
ghosts of crime victims who point
her toward the clues that other
investigators overlook. As a lone
portal back to the living for
traumatized spirits, Rita is
terrorized by nagging ghosts who
won’t let her sleep and who
sabotage her personal life. Her
taboo and psychologically
harrowing ability was what drove
her away from the Navajo
reservation, where she was raised
by her grandmother. It has
isolated her from friends and
gotten her in trouble with the law.
And now it might be what gets
her killed. When Rita is sent to
photograph the scene of a
supposed suicide on a highway
overpass, the furious,
discombobulated ghost of the
victim—who insists she was
murdered—latches onto Rita,
forcing her on a quest for revenge
against her killers, and Rita finds
herself in the crosshairs of one of
Albuquerque’s most dangerous
cartels. Written in sparkling,

gruesome prose, Shutter is an
explosive debut from one of crime
fiction's most powerful new
voices.

The Fallen Man Soho Press
At a moonlit Indian
ruin—where "thieves of time"
ravage sacred ground in the
name of profit—a noted
anthropologist vanishes
while on the verge of
making a startling, history-
altering discovery. At an
ancient burial site, amid
stolen goods and desecrated
bones, two corpses are
discovered, shot by bullets
fitting the gun of the missing
scientist. There are modern
mysteries buried in
despoiled ancient places.
And as blood flows all too
freely, Navajo Tribal
Policemen Joe Leaphorn and
Jim Chee must plunge into
the past to unearth an
astonishing truth and a cold-
hearted killer.
Spider Woman's Daughter
Harper Collins
NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER Legendary
Navajo policeman
Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn
takes center stage in this
riveting atmospheric mystery
from New York Times
bestselling author Anne
Hillerman that combines
crime, superstition, and
tradition and brings the
desert Southwest vividly
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alive. Joe Leaphorn may have
retired from the Tribal
Police, but he finds himself
knee-deep in a perplexing
case involving a priceless
artifact—a reminder of a dark
time in Navajo history. Joe’s
been hired to find a missing
biil, a traditional dress that
had been donated to the
Navajo Nation. His
investigation takes a sinister
turn when the leading suspect
dies under mysterious
circumstances and Leaphorn
himself receives anonymous
warnings to
beware—witchcraft is afoot.
While the veteran detective is
busy working to untangle his
strange case, his former
colleague Jim Chee and
Officer Bernie Manuelito are
collecting evidence they hope
will lead to a cunning
criminal behind a rash of
burglaries. Their case takes a
complicated turn when
Bernie finds a body near a
popular running trail. The
situation grows more
complicated when the death
is ruled a homicide, and the
Tribal cops are thrust into a
turf battle because the murder
involves the FBI. As
Leaphorn, Chee, and Bernie
draw closer to solving these
crimes, their parallel
investigations begin to merge
. . . and offer an unexpected
opportunity that opens a new

chapter in Bernie’s life.
The Shape Shifter Harper
Collins
Jim Chee is torn between his
role as the prosecution's star
witness against the man
charged with killing his best
friend and his own
investigation of the crime.
Reprint
Tony Hillerman Harpercollins
Don’t miss the TV series, Dark
Winds, based on the Leaphorn,
Chee, & Manuelito novels, now
on AMC and AMC+! NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
“A fine legacy series . . . in the
spirit of her late father,
Tony.”—Booklist An ancient
mystery resurfaces with
ramifications for the present day
in this gripping chapter in the
Leaphorn, Chee & Manuelito
series from New York Times
bestselling author Anne
Hillerman. Sergeant Jim Chee’s
vacation to beautiful Antelope
Canyon and Lake Powell has a
deeper purpose. He’s on a quest
to unravel a sacred mystery his
mentor, the Legendary Lieutenant
Joe Leaphorn, stumbled across
decades earlier. Chee’s journey
takes a deadly turn when, after a
prayerful visit to the sacred
Rainbow Bridge, he spots a body
floating in the lake. The dead
man, a Navajo with a passion for
the canyon’s ancient rock art,
lived a life filled with many
secrets. Discovering why he died
and who was responsible involves
Chee in an investigation that puts
his own life at risk. Back in
Shiprock, Officer Bernadette
Manuelito is driving home when
she witnesses an expensive sedan

purposely kill a hitchhiker. The
search to find the killer leads her
to uncover a dangerous chain of
interconnected revelations
involving a Navajo Nation
cannabis enterprise. But the evil
that is unleashed jeopardizes her
mother and sister Darleen, and
puts Bernie in the deadliest
situation of her law enforcement
career.
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